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Discworld lives on in Unseen Academicals, the latest novel from Terry Pratchett. Delivering the

trademark insight and humor readers the world over have come to expect from â€œthe purely

funniest English writer since Wodehouseâ€• (Washington Post Book World), Unseen Academicals

focuses on the wizards at Ankh-Morporkâ€™s Unseen University, who are reknowned for many

thingsâ€”sagacity, magic, and their love of teatimeâ€”as they attempt to conquer athletics.
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Mr Pratchett has used many of his novels to give a comic fantasy twist to many subjects ranging

from Banking, movie making to newspapers. Here he turns his hand to blending football into the

Discworld. And the football here is the British Soccer, not football as understood by you chaps in the

US.I have been with the Discworld novels since the very beginning, way before the author turned

into a phenomenon and then an official National British Treasure. Recently his much discussed

illness has perhaps made us appreciate his genius even more. Now, a slight confession, although I

was there from the start, I kind of lost my way about Hogfather - maybe it was my age or my tastes

changed, but suddenly the books weren't doing it for me and since Hogfather I have only been

dipping in and out of the occasional one.But I love football and was keen to see how Terry Pratchett

would morph our beautiful game into a Discworld version! And would the classic humour and clever

writing be there as I remembered it from the days of avid reading. In short, yes.In essence, the

wizards of the Unseen University have to win a football match. And they are not allowed to use

magic. So they resort to bringing in some players many of whom, in typical Pratchett fashion, are



not quite what they seem. But although there are many amusing digs at the football culture, football

and the challenge match are just the framework in which the author places interesting characters

and very funny interplay. And there comes a point where you realise that actually this book might be

about something that is nothing to do with football as we also get a gentle love story and comments

on such maters as diverse as discrimination and fashion!
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